Bringing Business Solutions to the Frontline
with Data Frontline Professional Service Offerings
In today’s increasingly complex market, companies expect an experienced partner that can provide
valuable insight and drive growth for their investments, operate efficiently, increase productivity, and
mitigate risk. Organizations are continually challenged with bringing resources in with the right
complement of Oil and Gas industry knowledge and technical experience. There is a critical need to
provide companies with a flexible offering that provides the right level of understanding and tools. Data
Frontline brings Real Solutions that deliver Real Answers to clients that need to accelerate their business
plans by delivering a portfolio of critical service offerings. From technical-related issues to enterprise-wide
organizational processes, our skilled teams and subject matter experts bring over 50 years of experience
with proven track records to our clients. We combine our technical know-how with our ability to listen to
our customer’s needs and offering the right solution:

The Solution:
Professional Services
Your company’s data management and process analytics represent the backbone of your organization’s
ability to drive better decision-making, improve efficiency and capture new growth opportunities.
Optimizing your company’s knowledge management of your business critical information is instrumental
in achieving your corporate objectives.
Data Frontline’s Professional Services engages in a complete spectrum of data management solutions –
from data integration, content management, analytic application and development to providing insight for
compliance and risk management solutions. Using our proven process and result driven philosophy, our
team will work in partnership with your organization to design and implement the right solution that is
tailored to your company’s needs and unique requirements.
Service Offerings






Workflow Streamlining and Process Analysis
Business Intelligence (BI) Analysis
Enterprise Data Analysis
Data Integration
System Implementation
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Workflow Streamlining and Process Analysis: Every company has processes – a series of
actions directed toward a specific aim – in many cases they become inefficient and return
undesired results. They didn’t necessarily start out this way but due to changes within the
company environment – be it from policies, legal requirements or other situation – they have
become fragmented. We use our experience and understanding of tools to analyze your
processes and match them against your goals and then to make recommendations for
streamlining those processes.



Business Intelligence (BI) Analysis: We have a strong knowledge for building the
infrastructure for delivering Business Intelligence (company reports) to your staff in quick and
effective ways. We have created solutions from designing reports in a number of different tools to
developing something as grand as a company dashboard. Doesn’t the sound of drilling down into
key metrics in mere seconds sound appealing?!



Enterprise Data Analysis: How many different systems are used to store your company data?
Now, how many times do you ask someone to retrieve a set of data from one system only to
combine it with a set of data requested from another system? All of that might have taken hours
or even days. But, did you really get the data that you wanted to begin with? Data Frontline can
help your company understand what data to ask for and how to tie that data together for effective
and timely decision-making. Remember, quicker decisions based on quality data can save
thousands of dollars at a given moment!



Data Integration: Imagine the following scenario. Your company has just purchased assets
from another company and you are now challenged with integrating some of the data for those
assets into your company’s environment. Some companies have internal staff available to assist
with these tasks. Whether your company has staff available or not, Data Frontline stands ready
with highly skilled people to analyze the data and make it ready for integration within your
systems.



System Implementation: The purchase and implementation of new software can be
overwhelming to an IT department in a small company. Data Frontline has staff available to help
assess what steps and skills are necessary for a successful implementation of a process and/or
product.
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